
How to Update Hubspot Contacts

✔ Login to hubspot.com

✔ Click on Contacts on the top left, click on Contacts again

✔ Sort Name from Z to A or A to Z, click Create Date and choose Last 90 Days

✔ Choose 100 per page on the bottom right instead of 25 per page

✔ Find matching contacts with the same exact name both with and without a Google Click Id.

✔ Make sure the column is wide enough to see the whole Google Ad Click Id

✔ Select the Google Ad Click Id by double clicking it

✔ Copy it by pressing Ctrl+C

✔ Right click each duplicate name that is missing the Google Ad Click ID

✔ Choose open link as a new tab for each contact.



✔ Paste the Google Ad Click ID, Save, and Close the Tab

You can also merge contacts with identical names as long as one of them has a Google Click ID with 
no amount (meaning no sale) and one contact with a sale (an amount) and no Google Click ID. Just 
open the contact with the Google Click ID and no sale by clicking on their name, then click Actions 
and Merge. Type the exact same name using the search box and select the first match on the list, then 
click Merge and go back to your contact list. I recommend opening 10 or 20 at the same time in 
different tabs to save time.

You can also delete contacts to clean up the last 90 days if you cannot merge them and there's no 
Google Click ID. Once you're completely done, every contact will have the Google Click ID filled in. 
You may have to go back a forth between pages to get them to update. I don't recommend refreshing 
because you loose your page and the 90 day and 100 per page filter you setup initially. Normally, I 
delete everything first, merge what I can by opening up a bunch of tabs and then copy and paste the 
Google Click IDs into the remaining contacts.




